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"Hao'er, Hao'er, what's wrong with you?" Leng Qiuya saw that there was no sound from Lin

Hao's side and asked loudly in a hurry.

Lin Hao was pulled back to reality by Leng Qiu Ya's voice, his voice was filled with

difficulty, "Mom, you guys help me take good care of Xiyan first. I know about her condition, I'll
find someone to check it out ......"

After saying that Lin Hao did not wait for Wang Shufen Leng Qiuya to speak, directly
hung up the phone, he is now very difficult and heavy hearted. Jiu Tian Xuan just told him that

Shen Xiyan's body is not healed, he was forced to leave Shen Xiyan on the night of her

unprecedented wedding, that kind of parting pain, only he understands. But he knew that he had

to leave for a short time, because only a short time away, to be able to have a longer time
together ......

However, he found the source of the clue, Shen Xiyan side of the bad news came over,
which makes him how to easily accept?

Dark? Love love to serve Lu steak closed Lu dye? Since grieving a little time, Lin Hao
turned to the nine days Xuan's communication, looking at this number this name, Lin Hao
inexplicably heart relaxed some, which is grateful, but also peace of mind. Grateful Jiu Tianxuan
told himself Shen Xiyan's condition, peace of mind in finding a clue to cure Shen Xiyan, a time of
dullness in the heart, reduced part of ......



The first time I saw a call from Lin Hao, I hurriedly got up to get the phone, but because
I was too excited, I tripped over the white jade vase beside me, which caused it to fall to pieces,
the maid at her side was awakened and looked at Jiu Tianxuan, Jiu Tianxuan blushed, but the
light was dim, the maid did not see clearly, she explained, "I'm going to I'm going to take a call."

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

market.

The maid was originally arranged by the Grand Elder to say that it was to take care of Jiu
Tianxuan's living, but in fact it was to monitor ...... Of course this is something that is seen and
not said, the maid was taking care of Jiu Tianxuan's existence before, but before it was outside
the door, now it is close ......

After the phone call was connected, Jiu Tianxuan opened his mouth and said, "I don't
know what the Lin family head is looking for me? At this time of the day, I'm afraid it's already
late at night on the Lin family head's side, right?"

Lin Hao face Jiu Tian Xuan's concern has a trace of gratitude, but is also aware that this
time is not to say thank you thanks to the matter, Lin Hao directly opened his mouth and said, "Jiu
Tian fairy, Xiyan body has problems ......"

"What!" Jiu Tian Xuan heard the voice directly became stiff, Lady Lin's condition
deteriorated so quickly? This, before the Grand Elder told himself, as well as himself to see, all
feel that Shen Xiyan onset of disease will take some time ......

"How can the onset of illness be so fast? Is it that Madam Lin has some sudden condition?
The body has suffered some kind of injury ......" Jiu Tian Xuan then asked ......



What sudden situation? A physical injury? This is absolutely impossible! In Tianhai, that
is now his base camp, who dares to take action against Shen Xiyan in Tianhai? Not to mention

Tianhai, even in the whole of China, I'm afraid no one dares, right?

Excluding this problem, what other unexpected situation is there?

Pregnancy!

Yes, pregnant, Xiyan is pregnant! Pregnancy is also considered a sudden situation?

Lin Hao did not understand, but Lin Hao immediately said, "Qiyan is pregnant, I wonder
if this is considered a sudden situation?"

"Pregnant?" Jiu Tian Xuan was listening to Lin Hao with an incomparably gathered look,
hearing Lin Hao say that Shen Xiyan was pregnant, the whole person froze for a few seconds, and
his mouth also murmured in a low voice, pregnant ...... pregnant ......

Lin Hao also mildly puzzled, this nine days Xuan reaction how so odd? So inquired, "I
wonder if this has any questions?"

"Ah ......" Jiu Tian Xuan said with a embarrassment, and then turned to congratulate and

concern and inquired, "First of all, congratulations to the Lin family head of Mrs. Lin's pregnancy.
Subsequently, Mrs. Lin's relapse happened to be related to the pregnancy, but after knowing the



cause of the matter, it is finally possible to put my mind at ease. However the next problem is

somewhat grim ......" Jiu Tianxuan said and paused.

"You said, I can bear it." Lin Hao naturally knew that the problem must not be small, and
could only accept it gladly.
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Jiu Tian Xuan coughed, his voice gruff, "Mrs. Lin's pregnancy directly led to most of the nutrients
supporting her body were absorbed by the fetus, which led to Mrs. Lin's discomfort, I can go
over to take care of Mrs. Lin, only, if we can't find the Western biochemical technology, I'm
afraid ......" said the last Jiu Tian Xuan did not go on to say, this is the sorrowful words, she knew
she did not say, Lin Hao was also able to think about it.

"I wonder how long this time period is?" Lin Hao asked in a low voice, his mood has been
much lower, this was a surprise to him, but Shen Xiyan thus injury recurrence, it became a huge
blow, so that no one will be very hard on the heart.

"This, have to wait until I went to Mrs. Lin's side to watch the situation to be able to out the
specific time ......" Jiu Tian Xuan heard Lin Hao's voice, some heartache.

"Thanks a lot Jiu Tian Xuan fairy." Lin Hao said directly hang up the phone, and then

stood alone on the balcony of the castle, looking at the sun, moon and stars, his eyes suddenly red,
"Xiyan, you must not be okay! I will find biochemical technology to treat your disease ......"

Lin Hao looked at the Golefant, suddenly felt that it was no longer a gift full of love, but
empty, nothing, nothing at all!



"Night one." Lin Hao shouted somewhere into the darkness, at once a black shadow leapt

up, night one saw Lin Hao look very ugly, heart seized pain, hurriedly concerned, "Brother, what
happened to you?"

"Nothing. How is the 'X' organization investigation going? Has Topaz solved it?" Lin Hao
asked directly, he did not want Night One to know about Shen Xiyan's condition, one less person
knows about this matter, one less person is worried.

"The investigation is almost done. the X organization's stronghold is really a factory

basement next to the Toulouse Garonne River, but their leader does not live there ......" said Night
One, blaming himself, the X organization's stronghold is found, but then, their leader has not
been Find. After the battle of Golephant that night, Lin Hao told him a lot of things, he also
considered to understand a lot, but also know that more away from the Golephant Castle inside the

things of the person is the leader of this 'X' organization.

Robbed Lin Hao's stuff? And was able to escape? This makes the night one

incomparably angry, vowed that no matter what, will have to uncover the address of this person,
only he used countless ways, countless relationships, have not found the whereabouts of this

person, and not only did not find, but also know the horror of this person ......

"It seems that there is still no hurry!" Lin Hao gritted his teeth, then looked to Night One,
"Golefte is too far from the center of Toulouse, we have to go to the center of town." Now the thing

to do is to speed up the pace, he is now a little chagrined, why delay in Goerfent ......

"The Lin family's investment in Western Europe has been integrated, it's in the city center
of the State Trade Building there, big brother can go over and move in directly." Night one took
out a tablet computer handed to Lin Hao, Lin Hao opened the computer glanced, the above is



precisely the family's investment in Western Europe has been under the industry, found that the

scale is not small, compared to Bob Gabolt's business combined to fight, and the following

comparison are to take the real world's top group in F, for the local industry in Toulouse,
completely not put in the eye.

As for the previous Geert family, it seems that in front of the resources integrated out of

Western Europe, it is nothing.

Night One said to Lin Hao, "Big brother, when the mayor of Toulouse learned that we were
here for the landed office, he wanted to meet you personally, I wonder if you have time?"

"No time." Lin Hao directly refused, a small Toulouse mayor also want to see him? Just

immediately continued, "It's better to meet." Rejected his meeting because only a small mayor,
but want to enter the noble level in Toulouse, he had to contact some local big shots, and then set
off his position, but this does not require him to appear, he only? The service intentionally love

zero west zero cover? To a spokesman on the line, after all, his identity is sensitive and special,
and even most likely to enter the eyes of some people early, the war in the East broke out too
much ......
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Bob's injuries had almost healed, and it just so happened that the time they moved out of Golefant
coincided with the time Lin Hao went forward to the city center, so the two of them went forward

together to the city center.

"Mr. Lin to the city center, but also away from the Gator family ......" Bob said to Lin Hao.
In fact, Bob was quite worried about Lin Hao's insistence on developing in Toulouse, not because
he was afraid that Lin Hao would meet with Jenny, but because he was afraid that Lin Hao would
suddenly not be heard from in Toulouse ......



"Thanks." Lin Hao replied with a smile. Jenny also looked at Lin Hao this time, after a few
days of struggle, she finally chose to Lin Hao, these days, she encountered a lot of things, the
deepest lovely kindness among the heart are about to start wavering, but? Flicking the pickle and

serving to cover up the Wu Ai? Seeing Lin Hao, and stabilized, looking at Lin Hao's magnificent
back, she knew that this thing is called security. Also know that above this world, good people

evil people are many, she can not go to ask others to be the same as her, but she can strictly
require themselves must be kind, and also know that her big brother Lin is a kind person, he will
not be like others, will just hurt others ......

"Big brother Lin, I am in Toulouse a big school, if you have time, you can come and find

me." Jenny said with a smile, blue blue eyes, full of starry rivers, exquisite face, with a smile that
heals the heart, look at Lin Hao because Shen Xiyan things and tense mood eased a lot, but Lin
Hao did not look too much greedy, just a slight glance, looked out the window.

Chen Shanshan looked at my Lin Hao's back, the same as the first time she saw Lin Hao,
despondent and vicissitudes, that time Lin Hao came to Tianhai, he and Shen Xiyan emotional

conflict, the whole day inside the soul, let people heartache incomparable, now again see such Lin

Hao, Chen Shanshan heart grip pain incomparable, she wanted to go up to ask Lin Hao, whether
they can share some for him, just in what capacity? And how to say it? She can only be alone

heartache, Chen Shanshan hugged her knees, indisputably shed a tear ......

Jenny hugged her shoulders, hugged her tightly and comforted her. She did not

understand why Chen Shanshan suddenly cried, but she saw someone crying she could not stand

it and was uncomfortable ......

Mu Chen looked at Lin Hao's back is also feel a burst of familiarity, just no matter how to

think, can not feel that a trace of memory of the picture.



Car all the way forward, Lin Hao looked at the scenery all the way, originally he was able
to drive his own private plane before to the city center, but because Bob's family persuaded to go
downtown together, so they traveled together, but the night one is overnight departure, has arrived
in the city center, he has to go forward to set up a lot of trivial things, such as Lin Hao's food,
clothing, housing and transportation ......

After two hours of travel, finally is to Bob in the downtown area of the villa, Lin Hao
looked at the address of the place with their own living, found that the distance is relatively far,
look to Jenny, the mood relaxed a little, just a faint loss, and finally shook his head, instructed the
driver to go forward.

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen are together, the two of them work in Toulouse is not far

from the city center, Lin Hao will take them along to the city center.

Center Street North, east of the China World Trade Center. Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen

had already gotten off early, Lin Hao walked on the street of wutong fallen wood, he did not go

directly to the office of the China World Trade Center, his heart again remembered Shen Xiyan,
remembered with Shen Xiyan little by little, the two of them shopping scene, so warm so beautiful,
so sweet so happy, but Shen Xiyan is now seriously ill... ...

The night one is on top of the office building, behind which stand two beautiful secretaries,
an amber-eyed beauty, a violet-eyed beauty, they both follow the direction of the night one's
gaze, seeing an incomparably deep and despondent back, violet-eyed beauty, can not help but
fall into a dazed state, apparently looking fascinated, she is more like the Orientals, which is why
she will join the company wholly owned by the Orientals, except that her family is very unhappy.

But she used her strong language skills to convince her family to let her work for two
years, and then go home to inherit the family business. Just less than two years, she went from the



bottom, to a multinational conglomerate president's assistant plus secretary, you can imagine her
work strength and her face, are the same, very scary ......

"Avril, are you in a nymphomaniac state again, oh, you are simply too fascinated by the

East, as long as you see a handsome man, you can not walk, this will make our new president

know very uncomfortable!" Amber-eyed beauty said playfully, she has a delicate figure, a pale
yellow dress, and fallen leaves with each other to show not close to the high cold, but the eyes
inside the playful smile when the kind of spirituality and deep into the heart, the beauty of the
incomparable ......

Of course, her mouth of Avril the same beauty, tall, one meter seventy-eight, the long
long legs, too eye-catching, as long as a man, from Avril's body after sweeping, will certainly
stay a few seconds, look hard a few eyes. Long and white, all the time attracts the eye ......
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"Anna ~" Avril gently twisted Anna, said in a pouting voice, the two of them instantly twisted and

fought, which if seen by other Lin's Investment Group employees in the State Trade Building, I
wonder how many people's hearts will roar in anger, in the end who is it, let the two beautiful chief
assistant like this ...... Is it the rumored president?

"Vice President, when will the new president arrive?" Avril frolicked with Anna for a while,
looked at Lin Hao's figure and inquired to Night One.

Today's night one in Lin's new investment inside their own row of an identity is also vice

president, which is Lin Hao arranged, as for Lin Hao himself, the identity is simple, is a friend of
the president of Lin's new investment, and then again is the owner of Goerfent Castle, with more
than sixty percent of the equity of the Porte assets of the man, in Toulouse with this price, is also
considered a newly promoted rich, of course newly promoted to newly promoted, but the local



tycoons do not recognize nor are they willing to take Lin Hao to play, because he is an Oriental
Chinese ......

"He has arrived." Night One said in a flat voice, his mind pondering many things.

"Where is he?" Avril asked excitedly as she looked left and right. She knew that the new

president was an Oriental, but would not think that a random Oriental on the street was the new

president ......

Night a pause, looking at Lin Hao in the wutong fallen wood street side of the back, a time
dumb, because Lin Hao said, his identity do not to the casual exposure, and finally can only say,
"You will see him."

Anna and Avril a lost, but also do not dare to refute, but Avril okay, just stare at Lin Hao,
suddenly she opened her mouth to the night one inquired, "Night vice president, can I go out
now?" They were called up on top of the balcony of the office building because Night One

transferred them to the Chief Assistant Office, after determining their identity, naturally there is
nothing to do, and besides, Night One will not let them do the work that Night One itself should

do, the two of them can't do it yet ......

"Can." Night One's keen eyes have detected what Avril is going to do when she goes out,
so there is no stopping her, and besides, Avril's own background is quite big, otherwise Night
One would not have thrown the identity of chief assistant to her. The only thing he can share for
Lin Hao is not much? I love to close the closed cover intention? The first thing to do is to help

him open the road to the church as much as possible, and the road to the church the first time you
have to enter the upper class, and then in the core of the upper class, only this piece of the core part,
to be able to contact the church ......



Now Lin Hao has to do is to get the upper class entrance ticket, as long as you participate
in a banquet of the upper class, then he can use the strength and his own price, knocking on that
door of the church ......

"Avril, you won't really marry an Oriental in the future, will you?" Along with Avril
leaving from Night One's side, Anna looked at Avril's high interest to go to Lin Hao's side,
couldn't help but pull Avril and said.

Looking at Anna's amber eyes, Ai Weier's large violet eyes clear with ice cold as well as
a slight shock, Ai Weier's background is very big, and she also knows that Ai Weier can still do

only six months in Lin's new investment group, six months time is up, she will have to return to
the family and start taking care of the industry for the family ......

"If I can, I would." Avril's large violet eyes were soulful and incomparable, said. And the
same elevator colleagues have looked at Avril, everyone's face is incomparably shocked, married
to an Oriental? This is simply an insult to the noble blood of the race. But Avril is so beautiful that
she should be allowed, it's just too much of a waste ......

"Oh my God." Anna couldn't stand it, stroking her forehead in awe as they completely

disregarded the eyes of their male and female colleagues around them, all talking about
themselves.

"And I don't know what you like about oriental people, their small body size is completely
not as strong as ours." Anna stretched out her slender hand to the air and fiddled with the Oriental

figure, petite ......



"I'm not into oriental people, I'm just into Chinese people. Their men are more
gentlemanly than our men over here ......" Avril said, completely disregarding the feelings of her
fellow men around her, she had studied in Yanjing for a few years and had the privilege of seeing

how all the men in China treated their female partners... ...
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She thought that women in China were the real women, giving her a sense of women as noble.

"How can that be!" Anna's amber eyes did not believe it. They F people are the most
gentlemanly and romantic race in the world, how can the Chinese people compare? Although she

did not despise the Chinese, just by Avril the country's civilization and spirit denied, let her some
difficult to accept, after all, well, the F people ......

"Anna, I told you before, you can go to China to see when you vacation, they are vast,
ancient and modern sacred places, all kinds of races, not only that, you know, there is an arrogant
foreign people said to spend a year in China to eat the whole China, but? It took five years, and
still haven't come out from a province ......"

"Of course this is eating with the play, in fact, there are more. For example, their men, if
you have seen the Chinese men to their partners look like, you will not be here to say what
gentlemanliness ...... "Avril said wistfully.

Anna still some disbelief, but also know Avril to study in China for a few years,
half-heartedly asked, "Really?"



dyed steak ground wu er er yishan? Look intoxicating, especially the violet eyes, deeply
seduced every heart and soul.

Anna's yellowish long dress was slapped by the fallen leaves a few times, the whole
person is like set into this fallen leaves, cool as well as high amber eyes inside, like seeing the
ancient world, the kind of detachment that gives people a sense of detachment, let people look
away at the same time, but also look and sigh its beauty.

"Hello." Avril said in Chinese to Lin Hao, Lin Hao looked around and found that this

violet-eyed beauty was greeting him, Lin Hao put down his phone and returned, "Hello." This is a
polite question, out of politeness Lin Hao had to reply with a ......

"My name is Avril." Avril pointed to herself and introduced herself, then pointed to Anna
and introduced, "This is my good friend, Anna."

Lin Hao froze, thinking what is all this, come up to introduce themselves?

"I don't know what you guys are looking for me?" Lin Hao asked with a smile, clean
handsome extraordinary face, with a faint smile, this sun warm, warm not into his heart, this smile
warm, just warm the passers-by, but not warm himself, he has countless things in his heart, so his
eyes inside, with a faint sorrow ......

Avril observation into the subtle, a glance directly to the grief of Lin Hao, on top of such
a demeanor, has such a look, he must be hiding a lot of things in his heart, right?



"I saw you wandering on the roadside for a long time, thinking that you must be lost, as a
native of Toulouse, I would like to be your guide ......" Avril said directly. She was watching Lin
Hao from above the balcony and had thought of all the words to strike up a conversation.

After they chatted for a few minutes, Night One made a phone call and Lin Hao made an

apologetic gesture to the two beauties, then walked away to answer the phone.

"Big brother, these two are the chief assistants of the new company. One of them, the
violet-eyed beauty, is interested in the Orientals, and she has a great background herself, which
will help you enter the church. At the same time they don't know your identity." Night One said as
if he was making a report.

After Lin Hao listened to Night One, the afterglow looked at Ai Weier and found that she

was staring at herself, Lin Hao then looked at AiWeier a few more times, after Night One hung up,
Lin Hao's phone faxed over Ai Weier's message.

"Avril: F country Toulouse people, twenty-two years old, graduated from Toulouse a large,
had studied in Huaqing for three years, excellent results. Her father is a famous local retail tycoon
in Toulouse, with assets of 12 billion euros, and her brother is the president of the Toulouse Power
Generation Company ......" Glancing at the background of this identity, I found that in Toulouse

local, no, in the entire southern city, I'm afraid they are ranked on the famous noble ladies, but to
be in his new investment company as the chief. The new investment company inside his chief

assistant, also do not know what she has a special fetish, but overnight a right, through her status,
but can quickly integrate them into that level.
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"Well done." Lin Hao gave a message back to the night one, he also knows the pressure of the
night one, himself these two days because of Shen Xiyan's anxiety, ignoring his feelings ......



Sure enough Night One received the news, the whole person was a lot more excited.

Anna said to Avril, "Avril, do you appear too open?" She is? Lu Shan Wu Zhai Lu Shan

Fuzzy Zero? Really think Avril is too bold, just now Avril translated to her what she said when

she talked to Lin Hao, Anna couldn't believe this came out of Avril's mouth.

"Hello guys, my name is Lin Hao." Lin Hao is using authentic F language to communicate

with them, not in Chinese, Lin Hao is proficient in several languages.

Anna was also slightly surprised to hear such authentic F language of Lin Hao, she had
thought that this oriental man was just a person who had a little money and came over to travel,
but she never thought that he was so proficient in F language.

Just at this time, a Ferrari passed by the side, Anna heard the familiar sound of the engine,
could not help but look, that a Ferrari really stopped, and from the driver's seat down a young
handsome F young man, the youth is very handsome, holding a rose in his hand, blue roses, in
the sun, very beautiful, the surrounding pedestrians have stopped.

Avril, who was talking with Lin Hao, was already fascinated, and the oriental rhyme Lin

Hao said attracted her, causing her to ignore the changes in the surrounding bad situation and the

handsome youth who came down from this Ferrari.

After the youth got off, saw that the woman he admired was talking happily with an

orientalist, his face went green for a while, Anna hurriedly went to push the fascinated Avril, Avril
ah ah twice, even turned back to look at Anna, and then asked blankly, "Anna, what's wrong?"



"George is here ......," Anna whispered.

"Why is he here again." Avril said with some annoyance, but still lifted her delicate chin

and greeted with a smile, "George, good morning."

"Avril, how can you be with an Oriental ......," George flung the flowers on the car, telling
Avril by his actions that he was now angry.

Avril was happy to be free, save having to accept roses from this man with the etiquette of

nobility, with a burst of relief.

"George, you know, Avril studied in China, she likes Chinese culture ......" Anna hurriedly
explained for Avril, she really can't understand, George is so outstanding in pursuing her, she did
not agree, is she asking too much, look at George, the The young and promising, now driving a

Ferrari, in the country around the building has its own company, its hundreds of employees, such
a person, which point is not worthy of them? If George had pursued her, she might have agreed
long ago, and still need to pursue so long ......

And from what people say, George's identity is not simply so ......

Hearing these words, Anna did not even dare to guess George's identity ......



"I know! But this is in Toulouse!" George stared at Lin Hao, as if spitting fire said, Lin Hao
lightly laughed, directly ignoring George's anger, has provoked the eyes ......

Anna saw Lin Hao disdainful look, frown deeper, she knows Lin Hao looks handsome,
imposing very male, also have some money, F language is good, but this is not at all he disdain
George's card ah, this is George eh, his a sports car on one million eight hundred thousand euros,
plus its own company, the family is also very background, such a person, a small Oriental also
dare to look down on? Is it too conceited?

"I told you, I studied in China, I like to stay with the Chinese." Avril said to George.

"I know! But you studied abroad then because you had no choice but to stay with the

Chinese monkeys, but now that you're in Toulouse, you should change this bad habit of yours!
No more contact with Oriental monkeys!" George said with righteous indignation, the surrounding
spectators are also nodding in agreement with this statement, to be honest such a beautiful beauty
hitched foreigners, but also oriental people, so they simply difficult to accept, there is a not say,
picking up foreign girls up face, but send foreign men will be disgraced, this phrase is common

in all countries ......

"George, you say the Oriental people are monkeys? Have you forgotten the other day

Golephonte Castle incident?"
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"Goerfent Castle?" George narrowed his eyes, said Goerfent Castle he is still quite shocked, an
Oriental, but the Finkin-Gate half of the face to the direct shave, and also with Finkin-Gate proud
of fencing to cut off, the thought of Finkin-Gate lost half of the face, George is a little scared, and
later also heard in the Goerfent Castle occurred in a big battle, a battle about biochemicals? er

service zero closed dyed wood ground dye? I heard that the battle took place because of the new



owner of that Golephant Castle ...... an Oriental, but can fight with the biochemicals, that Oriental
Chinese, I'm afraid the background is not small ......

Then George looked at the ITC building, he heard his father say that the mayor of

Toulouse in order to meet the president of the ITC building Lin's new investment but begged for

a long time, and finally got what he wanted. And this Lin's new investment in the president, is an
Oriental, or Chinese ......

At that time, his father talked about this person, hated himself to follow the mayor to see

this Lin's new investment in the president of the Chinese people.

"Avril I know what you are going to say, but! There is no way that a random Chinese on

the street can say that he is the owner of Golefte Castle, and besides! The new owner of Goerfürth

Castle I think he did not even dare to appear in the downtown area of Toulouse, after all, the Geert
family but threatened this person appeared in the downtown area of Toulouse, must let him have

in but not out!" George said with a smile. Avril on behalf of the new owner of Goerfent Castle is

not to put pressure on him, telling him that the new owner of Goerfent Castle is also a Chinese, but
the Chinese are capable people, but it does not mean that every one of them is a capable

person ......

The person in question, Lin Hao, watched Avril and George's quarrel could not help but

feel a lot more comfortable, while secretly saying that it was good that he had concerns early on.
It seems that although he is not in Toulouse, but Toulouse has his countless legends ah ......

"Oriental monkey, get out, get out of Toulouse. I'll pay for all the expenses you've
incurred in coming to Toulouse!" Seeing that Lin Hao has not said anything, George is not willing
to quarrel with Avril for Lin Hao again, this is an irrelevant person, he does not want to make a
mess because of him ......



Not waiting for Avril to come out and speak, Lin Hao smiled and asked rhetorically, "All
out for me?" Not to mention the weight of the Golefte Castle several hundred million, just say he
hung in Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific chief investment strategy CEO, this value are
annual income of more than 100 million. Moreover, to ask him to leave Toulouse? He can leave?
Definitely can't! Shen Xiyan is still waiting for him. Although it is possible to leave Toulouse other
places to enter the Church, but he now has hard conditions in Toulouse, in other cities, it is
difficult to have the first time, such as having a castle of the fifteenth or sixteenth century, which
is the knocking station of the nobility, but also a real status symbol!

"I am the chief investment strategy CEO of Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific
region, this social status you can afford to give me in other cities? Moreover, would your mayor

agree with you to let me roll?" Lin Hao stared at George, every word exuded endless majesty,
George's whole person was scared when he heard Lin's New Investment Asia Pacific Chief

Investment Strategy CEO ......

Avril and Anna is also slightly surprised, this person is Lin's new investment together with

the Asia-Pacific region chief investment officer? Avril felt very surprised, thinking that this
person should be God's best gift to himself, handsome and rich, but also with their own a
company ......

The company's CEO of the Asia Pacific region is also the CEO of Strategic Investment.
And also the Asia-Pacific region's investment strategy investment CEO, hand under the control of
tens of billions of investment amount?

Chapter 1068

George although the bottom of his heart has begun to feel weak, but in front of so many local
people in Toulouse if you bow down to Lin Hao, later not only their own will be looked down



upon, is their own company and the family's company are to be ridiculed by the people of

Toulouse, which will seriously affect their family's social status in Toulouse ......

George stared at Lin Hao said, "You said you are the head of Lin's new investment in the

Asia-Pacific region investment you are? Then I also said I am the new president of Lin's new
investment!"

These words came out, Anna and Avril also looked at each other, George's afterglow
inside see Anna and Avril unsure of the gaze, the heart is also some bottom, and then again to

Avril asked, "Avril, you know he is Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific region investment
CEO?"

Avril didn't say anything, she didn't really like George, and George was still denigrating

Lin Hao at this time. Anna but hesitated for a moment, then said seriously, "We have not met him,
after all, Lin's new investment has only justWestern Europe all integrated, so we have not met too
many people in charge."

Avril, however, hummed and said for Lin Hao, "I believe he is, because Chinese people
care about every word they say! They are people of integrity." After Avril finished speaking, she
smiled at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao returned a grateful look to AiWeier, who smiled even more. She liked handsome
Eastern dudes like Lin Hao.

"Oh! Chinese integrity, Avril, you're simply bewitched by him." George sneered, Avril
has been helping Lin Hao to speak, let him feel very hard, at the same time his afterglow saw the

work card on Anna's chest, Lin's new investment president office chief assistant Anna, the heart



instantly thought, no matter Lin Hao from time to time, he just let Lin Hao take out the work card,
such as? Steak ground love Wu Shan Yi love Lu? If he can not take out the work card, then it
means he must be lying!

When you humiliate him in front of everyone, and with his low status, it is impossible for
this person to appear in Toulouse in the future! And just now he was hypocritical and also with

Avril eye-candy, not let him pay a price, how can easily let him go? The Gates family is looking

for the Chinese, right? When the time comes to tell the Geert family that this person is

impersonating the Chinese, then the Geert family's anger, I'm afraid that this person will directly

disappear, right? It seems that he directly told him to get out of Toulouse, or he was kind ......

At the same time thought through the idea of George, heart does not care if Lin Hao is the
head of the Asia-Pacific region of Lin's new investment, after all, even if the person in front of you
is the Asia-Pacific region investors, he impersonated Lin Hao cheating, the Gaiter family will not
let him go, right? After all, Finkin Gaiter face are like that ...... and in Toulouse let him choose,
although Lin's new investment momentum is very strong, but in front of the local strong noble
family Gaiter, he will choose Gaiter, rather than Lin's new investment, after all, well, the strong
dragon can not suppress the ground snake ... ...

"You say you are the CEO of Asia Pacific Strategic Investment of Lin's new investment,
what do you have to prove that you are? For example, a work permit? Like who can prove it for

you? Two chief assistants can't prove it, who can prove it for you?" George still asked this, after
all, even if you contact the Gaiter family now, it will take a while for their people to come over, so
no matter what the purpose is, the person in front of you must stay ......

Lin Hao smiled, took out the phone and made a call to Night One.

George looked at Lin Hao's incomparably confident smile, also sneered, himself is also

hastily pulled out the phone, directly to the Gaiter family to call. He looked at Lin Hao, heart lost



laugh, secretly said even if you can really prove that you are the CEO of Lin's new investment

Asia-Pacific investment, you will be stepped on by me just the same!

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1069-1070
Chapter 1069

Finkin Gaiter is lying in a hospital bed, and he is constantly staring at the news about Lin Hao. He
can no longer look straight at his face, the face he has always been proud of has now become his

demon, as well as the lost face of the Gaiter family, he is now the shame of the Gaiter family ......

The entire Gait family people are cold eyes to him, and even before he had been as proud

of his father as well as his mother are not willing to come again seems, and his first heir status,
directly plummeted, so that his brother from the second heir to the first heir ......

He hates Lin Hao, he hates Jenny, he hates that they all have to die ......

"Young master, there is news about Lin Hao." An old servant pushed open the door of the

room and hurriedly ran up. He looked at Finkin Gaite, once so proud of the man ah, now turned

into the Gaite family spiteful object, it really makes people think that life always gives people

jokes, one second the son of heaven proud, the next second nothing ......

"Really! Where is he! I'm going to kill him!" Finkin Gator excitedly from the hospital bed

to do up, giving a look of dying to sit up in shock, anyway, is to listen to the miserable, half of the
face is handsome and extraordinary, young girls see will be guilty of nymphomania, but once the
other half of the face revealed, I'm afraid are going to scare people to death ......

The old servant took out his cell phone and handed it to Finkin-Gate, he was the
housekeeper who took care of Finkin-Gate since childhood, now Finkin-Gate is not in favor,



before he followed the scenic days are no longer there, he still has some resentment in his heart,
but in the face of the entire Gate family, where he dared to speak, only silently watching ......

"This is from the ITC building, once had the pleasure of meeting you a young entrepreneur,
his name is George. He said he met the orientalist you are looking for next to the ITC building!"
The old servant said, while handing the phone to Finkin-Gate, he was just elaborating, as for what
Finkin-Gate was going to talk to this George, he had no right to ask ......

Finkin-Gate directly snatched the phone, and then shouted in a voice close to a roar, "You
really met that damned Chinese! Where are you now, I'll be right over!"

George glanced at Lin Hao, to be sincere he didn't know if the person Finkin-Gate was
looking for was this Chinese guy in front of him, but as he thought before, Finkin-Gate's anger
would never be spread to his own lying head because he was already blinded by hatred, besides,
he would say it was this Chinese guy who deliberately said he was Lin Hao's ......

"Yes, I met him, he is on the east side of the China World Trade Center, and now he is

chatting with two beautiful women, in good spirits, with a smile on his face, very smug!" George
looked at Lin Hao to add fuel to the fire and said.

Finkin-Gate directly dumped the phone after hearing it, "Bastard!" He received such a

serious injury, the other party still clear wind smug, this is simply not put him in the eyes, not put
the Gaiter family in the eyes! Simply damned!

"Take me there." Finkin Gaer commanded the old servant said, his voice with anger, and
can not be questioned. His face was full of anger, so angry that he wanted to kill someone ......



The old parker did not dare to hesitate, but still stammered in a small voice to remind, "I
mean, what if the Lin Hao in this George's mouth is not the real Lin Hao?"

"So what?" Finkin-Gate looked at the old Park servant with an incomparably sharp gaze.
The old servant instantly understood that even if that Chinese man in the State Trade Building was

not the damn Lin Hao, then he would still be taken as Lin Hao because of Finkin-Gate's anger?
Dyeing the west service land west ground cover? need to vent, that Chinese people just admit
their own bad luck, after all, in F, no, in the whole of Europe America, Chinese people, in their
eyes, the same as the black ......

Chapter 1070

"I will now instruct the family to arrange for the making of mercenaries ......" the old servant

finished speaking and then respectfully stepped back and began to make preparations for the trip.

"Hurry up, I can't stand it anymore!" Finkin Gaite hands in front of his face, half of his
face with an extremely fierce expression, angry like a beast full of rage ......

The old servant only took three minutes to arrange the travel convoy, in fact, if only to
deal with ordinary people, he did not feel the need for such a battle, but the thought of today's
Finkin-Gate travel will be humiliated by the descendants of the previous noble families, so had to
bring mercenaries to protect ......

Just this old servant ignore a problem, then if George mouth of Chinese people is really
Lin Hao, he brought these people have what use? After all, when Finkin-Gate was injured, all
around are also mercenaries, and are not weak, but Finkin-Gate is not still injured?



After hanging up the phone George heart comfortable, let Lin Hao and Avril chat, looking
at full eyes seem to be violet Avril, George slight pinch fist, secretly said damn Chinese people,
when Finkin-Gate came the moment, you will be judged in death, I do not strike now, is to let
you enjoy the last time of life ......

"Don't let him go! Don't let him go no matter what!" Sitting in the car, Finkin-Gate dialed
George's phone, with an icy growling voice Finkin George, no matter what, can not let Lin Hao
leave ......

This is just what George wants, naturally he happily agreed to it, while fawning and saying,
"I will never let him go!"

"Must not let him go." Finkin-Gate then repeated, he now can't wait to fly directly over,
fly to the side of the China World Trade Center, and then shot to kill the Chinese who is Lin Hao
or not ......

Avril looked at the phone and then George smiled wickedly, heart some bad feeling, after
all, George is not a good man, the previous pursuit of their own people can not be less by George
bullying and then choose not to dare to pursue their own, this is also an important reason why
Avril single so far, so she still maintains the original intention of the young girl, after all, well,
have not experienced, there is no anti-scum awareness ......

Of course not that Lin Hao is scum, Lin? Er zero love closed Shan whisk closed er? Hao

is an absolute pure love male ......



"Lin Hao, I think George may create a lot of trouble for you because of me, why don't we
leave here ......" Avril said to Lin Hao, she had a pretty good feeling about Lin Hao, using the
Chinese adjectives is handsome, calm, uncommon mouth, behavior are quite in place, absolutely
a first-class good man ......

"No need." Lin Hao smiled, because night one immediately came down ......

Hearing Avril let Lin Hao leave, George are panicked, went up is ready to pull Lin Hao
said you just now is not quite arrogant to say that they are Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific
region strategic investment CEO? How come now you are ready to run? Just now the phone call

is not pretending to be quite like? Just behind him ready to taunt, Lin Hao said no, which made
George heart a sigh of relief ......

"Thought you were scared, I can't imagine you're so hypocritical that you're so shameless
for a good impression of Avril, but it's okay, someone will come over and expose your lies soon."
Knowing that Lin Hao would not leave, George said loudly and mockingly.

Lin Hao laughed, not at George, but at Night One ......
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